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We study pathwise approximation of scalar sde’s with respect to the mean
squared L2-error. We compare the power of linear and standard information about
the driving Brownian motion. It turns out that asymptotically the corresponding
minimal errors differ only by the factor `6/p. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
The Ito–Taylor expansion yields a family of numerical methods for
strong approximation of stochastic differential equations. This family
includes in particular the Euler, Milstein, and Wagner–Platen schemes.
With increasing length of the expansion, Ito–Taylor methods need to
evaluate more and more complicated functionals of the driving Brownian
motionW.
In this paper we study the scalar case; i.e.,W as well as the solution X of
dX(t)=a(t, X(t)) dt+s(t, X(t)) dW(t), t ¥ [0, 1], (1)
is a real-valued process. For the Euler and Milstein schemes it then suffices
to evaluate W at finitely many points; i.e., only Dirac functionals are
applied to the trajectories of W. The Wagner–Platen scheme additionally
needs (Riemann) integrals of W over subintervals of [0, 1]; i.e., certain
bounded linear functionals are applied to the trajectories of W. We inves-
tigate whether the whole class of bounded linear functionals is actually
more powerful for strong approximation than the subclass of Dirac func-
tionals.
A strong approximation yields a process X¯ whose paths are close to the
respective paths of the solution X of (1). We study the pathwise distance
between X and X¯ globally on [0, 1] in the L2-norm || · ||2, and the error of
X¯ is defined by
e(X¯)=(E(||X−X¯||22))
1/2.
As a rough measure of cost we use the average number n(X¯) of functionals
from a class L that are applied to the Brownian motion. The functionals as
well as their total number may be chosen adaptively.
The power of a class L is now expressed by the sequence of minimal
errors
e**(N, L)=inf{e(X¯) : n(X¯)=N, X¯ uses functionals from L}.
By definition, e**(N, L) is the smallest error that can be obtained by any
method that uses N functionals from L on the average.
Here we focus on linear information aboutW, i.e.,
L=L lin, the class of all bounded linear functionals on C([0, 1]),
and we show that
lim
NQ.
N1/2 · e**(N, L lin)=1/p ·E 1F 1
0
|s(t, X(t))| dt2 .
To prove the asymptotic upper bound, we construct a new method for
strong approximation, which uses Milstein steps and, locally, Karhunen–
Loève expansions with an adaptively chosen number of terms.
For comparison, consider the case of standard information aboutW, i.e.,
L=L std, the class of all Dirac functionals on C([0, 1]),
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which was already studied in Hofmann et al. (2001). It turns out that
lim
NQ.
e**(N, L lin)
e**(N, L std)
=
`6
p
4 0.78; (2)
i.e., selecting functionals from L lin0L std does not help much, asymptoti-
cally. Moreover, the same result holds if we restrict considerations to
methods with fixed cardinality or methods that apply a fixed set of func-
tionals to all trajectories ofW.
The methods of proof are similar for L=L lin and L=L std, namely,
reducing the strong approximation problem for a stochastic differential
equation to an L2-approximation problem for randomly weighted Brownian
bridges. Asymptotically optimal methods for strong approximation are
easy to implement in both cases, and numerical experiments are presented
in Hofmann et al. (2001) for the class L std.
The relation (2) was already known for the trivial equation dX(t)=
dW(t); see Lee (1986) and Papageorgiou and Wasilkowski (1990). This
particular equation defines a linear problem with a Gaussian measure,
which is given by the embedding of C([0, 1]) into L2([0, 1]) and the
Wiener measure on C([0, 1]). For many linear problems of this type it is
known that the class L std is almost as powerful as the class L lin; see, e.g.,
Traub et al. (1988), Ritter (2000), and Wasilkowski and Woz´niakowski
(2001) for results and references.
Frequently, X¯ and X are only compared at the single point t=1, and the
corresponding error is defined by
d(X¯)=(E(X(1)−X¯(1))2)1/2.
Then upper bounds of order n−1 and n−3/2 hold for the Milstein scheme and
the Wagner–Platen scheme, respectively, both using a fixed step-size 1/n.
See Milstein (1974) and Wagner and Platen (1978). On the other hand, for
the corresponding minimal errors d**(N, L std) a lower bound of order 1/n
holds for most equations, see Müller–Gronbach (2001). Thus bounded
linear functionals are much superior to Dirac functionals if the error at
t=1 is studied.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND RESULTS
2.1. Assumptions. Throughout this paper we assume that the drift and
diffusion coefficients
a, s : [0, 1]×RQ R
and the initial value X(0) have the following properties.
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(A) Both, a and s are differentiable with respect to the state variable.
Moreover, there sexists a constant K > 0 such that f=a and f=s satisfy
|f(t, x)−f(t, y)| [K· |x−y|,
|f(s, x)−f(t, x)| [K·(1+|x|) · |s− t|,
|f (0, 1)(t, x)−f (0, 1)(t, y)| [K· |x−y|
for all s, t ¥ [0, 1] and x, y ¥ R
(B) The initial value X(0) is independent ofW and
E(X(0))4 <..
Note that (A) yields the linear growth condition
|f(t, x)| [ c · (1+|x|)
with a suitable constant c > 0 and the boundedness of f (0, 1). Given (A) and
(B), a pathwise unique strong solution of the Eq. (1) with initial value X(0)
exists. In particular,
sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
E(X(t))4 <.. (3)
2.2. The Class of Methods. We study methods for pathwise approxima-
tion that are based on
(1) complete knowledge of the drift and diffusion coefficients,
(2) the realization of the initial value,
(3) adaptive (sequential) selection of a finite number of bounded
linear functionals that are applied to the trajectory of the Brownian
motion.
Let L lin denote the space of bounded linear functionals on C([0, 1]). Fix a
and s, and consider the corresponding equation (1). Formally, a general
method is then defined by mappings
kk : RkQ L lin,
qk : Rk+1Q {STOP, GO},
fk : Rk+1Q L2([0, 1])
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for k ¥N. The realization x of the initial value determines the first func-
tional k1(x) that is applied to the trajectory w of the Brownian motion.
After k steps we have observed the data
Yk(x, w)=(x, y1, ..., yk),
where
y1=k1(x)(w), ..., yk=kk(x, y1, ..., yk−1)(w).
A decision to stop or to apply another functional to w is made after each
step, and the total number of functionals that are applied to w is given by
n(x, w)=min {k ¥N : qk(Yk(x, w))=STOP}.
If n(x, w) <. then the data
Y(x, w)=Yn(x, w)(x, w)
are used to construct the approximation kn(x, w)(Y(x, w)).
We only assume Borel measurability of the mappings qk, fk, and
kk( · )(w) for every w ¥ C([0, 1]). This ensures that all mappings Yk are
Borel measurable on R×C([0, 1]).
Obviously only the case n(X(0), W) <. with probability one is of prac-
tical interest. Then we end up with the method
X¯=fn(X(0), W)(Y(X(0), W)).
We relate the error e(X¯) to the expected number
n(X¯)=E(n(X(0), W))
of functionals used by X¯.
2.3. Minimal Errors. Let q** denote the class of all methods of the
above form, and put
qggN={X¯ ¥ q** : Kn(X¯)L=N}
for N ¥N. The quantity
e**(N)=inf {e(X¯) : X¯ ¥ qggN }
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is the minimal error that can be obtained by methods that use N sequen-
tially chosen functionals on the average.
As a subclass q* … q** we consider all methods that apply the same
number of functionals to all trajectories of w. Formally this means that the
mappings qk are constant and n=min {k ¥N : qk=STOP}. We put
qgN={X¯ ¥ q* : n(X¯)=N}
as well as
e*(N)=inf {e(X¯) : X¯ ¥ qgN}.
The subclass q … q* consists of all methods that use the same functionals
for every trajectory. Formally the mappings kk and qk are constant, such
that Y(x, w)=(x, k1(w), ..., kn(w)). We put
qN={X¯ ¥ q : n(X¯)=N}
as well as
e(N)=inf {e(X¯) : X¯ ¥ qN}.
2.4. Results and Remarks. To every Eq. (1) we associate the constants
C**=E 1F 1
0
|s(t, X(t))| dt2 ,
C*=1E 11F 1
0
|s(t, X(t))| dt22221/2,
C=F 1
0
(E(s2(t, X(t))))1/2 dt.
Theorem 1. The minimal errors satisfy
(i) limNQ. N1/2 · e**(N)=C**/p,
(ii) limNQ. N1/2 · e*(N)=C*/p,
(iii) limNQ. N1/2 · e(N)=C/p
for every Eq. (1).
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Remark 1. The upper bounds in Theorem 1 are proven constructively.
We present asymptotically optimal methods in the three classes q**, q*,
and q, all of which are based on the following principle. The Milstein
scheme is used to obtain an approximation Xˇ at a coarse equidistant
discretization
ta=a/k, a=0, ..., k. (4)
On every subinterval ] ta, ta+1] we consider the linear interpolation W˜ of
W(ta) and W(ta+1) as well as a Karhunen–Loève approximation R of the
Brownian bridge W−W˜. At t ¥ ] ta, ta+1], the solution X(t) is approxi-
mated by
Xˇ(ta)+a(ta, Xˇ(ta)) · (t− ta)+s(ta, Xˇ(ta)) · (W˜(t)−W(ta)+R(t)).
The number of terms in R depends on s(ta, Xˇ(ta)) and s(t0, Xˇ(t0)), ...,
s(tk−1, Xˇ(tk−1)) for the asymptotically optimal methods in q** and q*,
respectively. See Section 3.4 for details.
We stress that these asymptotically optimal methods do not need
complete knowledge of the drift and diffusion coefficients. Instead, it suf-
fices to evaluate a, s, and s (0, 1) at finitely many points. Moreover, the
number of these evaluations is asymptotically negligible as compared to the
number of functionals that are applied to the Brownian motion.
Remark 2. In the literature, different classes L of permissible func-
tionals are studied for strong approximation. For every such class we
obtain classes of methods XggL , X
g
L , and XL as well as corresponding
minimal errors e**(N, L), e*(N, L), and e(N, L) in a canonical way. For
instance, XggL lin=q**.
The class L=L std of Dirac functionals, which is used in many cases,
yields methods for strong approximation that are based on observation of
the Brownian motion W at adaptively chosen points. The corresponding
minimal errors are determined in Hofmann et al. (2001), namely,
(i) limNQ. N1/2 · e**(N, L std)=C**/`6,
(ii) limNQ. N1/2 · e*(N, L std)=C*/`6,
(iii) limNQ. N1/2 · e(N, L std)=C/`6.
Remark 3. Comparing Theorem 1 and Remark 2 we see that the order
of the minimal errors is 1/2 in all six cases. The asymptotic constants
consist of two factors,
c ¥ {C**, C*, C} and o(L) ¥ {1/p, 1/`6 }.
The class L only effects the constants via o(L). The other term c depends
on ‘‘the equation,’’ i.e., drift and diffusion coefficients and distribution of
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the initial value, as well as on the ‘‘structure’’ of the approximating
methods, i.e., varying or fixed cardinality n, or path-independent selection
of functionals.
Hence, by using methods that may apply arbitrary bounded linear func-
tionals instead of Dirac functionals to the trajectories of the Brownian
motion we can only achieve a small improvement on the level of asympto-
tic constants.
The constants C**, C*, and C are further investigated in Hofmann et al.
(2001), and it turns out that huge differences may occur between these
constants.
Remark 4. The stochastic Ito–Taylor expansion is the key to a family
of methods that are based on multiple stochastic and deterministic
integrals. The corresponding classes L=L(A) of permissible functionals
are defined via so-called hierarchical sets A, see Kloeden and Platen
(1995). Theorem 1 and Remark 2 suggest the following conjecture. The
minimal errors satisfy
lim
NQ.
N1/2 · e(N, L(A))=c ·o(L(A)),
where e ¥ {e**, e*, e} and c ¥ {C**, C*, C}, accordingly.
2.5. The Equidistant Wagner–Platen Scheme. A primary example of a
method that uses functionals from L=L lin is the Wagner–Platen scheme;
see Wagner and Platen (1978). We use the equidistant discretization (4)
with k=n and denote the corresponding Wagner–Platen method by Xˆequin .
Thus Xˆequin (0)=X(0) and
Xˆequin (ta+1)=Xˆ
equi
n (ta)+C
7
j=1
gj(ta, Xˆ
equi
n (ta)) ·Z
(n)
j, a(ta+1)
for a=0, ..., n−1, where
g1=a Z
(n)
1, a(t)=t−ta,
g2=s, Z
(n)
2, a(t)=W(t)−W(ta),
g3=1/2·ss(0, 1), Z
(n)
3, a(t)=(W(t)−W(ta))
2−(t−ta),
g4=s(1, 0)+as(0, 1)−1/2·s(s(0, 1))2 Z
(n)
4, a(t)=(t−ta) · (W(t)−W(ta)),
g5=1/6·(s(s(0, 1))2+s2s(0, 2)), Z
(n)
5, a(t)=(W(t)−W(ta))
3,
g6=1/2·(a(1, 0)+aa0, 1)+1/2·s2a(0, 2)), Z
(n)
6, a(t)=(t−ta)
2,
g7=sa(0, 1)−s(1, 0)−as(0, 1)−1/2·s2s(0, 2), Z
(n)
7, a(t)=F
t
ta
(W(s)−W(ta)) ds.
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A global approximation on [0, 1] is obtained by piecewise linear inter-
polation of the data (ta, Xˆ
equi
n (ta)). Due to the presence of the integrals
Zn7, a(ta+1), the Wagner–Platen scheme is not exclusively based on Dirac
functionals.
We strengthen the assumption (A). Instead of (A) we now assume
(AŒ) All partial derivatives appearing in g3, ..., g7 exist and there exists a
constant K > 0 such that the functions gj with j=1, ..., 7 satisfy
|gj(t, x)−gj(t, y)| [K· |x−y|,
|gj(s, x)−gj(t, x)| [K·(1+|x|) · |s− t|,
for all s, t ¥ [0, 1] and x, y ¥ R.
Proposition 1.
lim
nQ.
n1/2 · e(Xˆequin )=C
equi/`6 ,
where
Cequi=1F 1
0
E(s2(t, X(t))) dt21/2.
Remark 5. In terms of n, the asymptotic performance of the equidis-
tant Wagner–Platen and Milstein schemes coincide, see Proposition 1 and
Hofmann et al. (2001, Proposition 1). Note, however, that the numbers of
functionals are 2n and n, respectively. We stress that the Wagner–Platen
scheme is much superior to the Milstein scheme for approximation of X at
discrete points.
3. PROOFS
The key idea of the proofs is to relate approximation of X using data
from W to approximation of (randomly) weighted Brownian bridges. For
the latter problem, data from the Brownian bridges themselves is available.
In the sequel, we let c denote unspecified positive constants, which only
depend on the constant K from condition (A) as well as on a(0, 0), s(0, 0),
and E(X(0))4.
3.1. The Milstein Process. Consider the discretization (4). The Milstein
process Xˇk is defined by Xˇk(0)=X(0) and
Xˇk(t)=Xˇk(ta)+a(ta, Xˇk(ta)) · (t− ta)+s(ta, Xˇl(ta)) · (W(t)−W(ta))
+1/2 · (s ·s (0, 1))(ta, Xˇk(ta)) · ((W(t)−W(ta))2−(t−ta))
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for t ¥ ] ta, ta+1]. In particular, Xˇk coincides with the Milstein scheme at the
points ta. Observe, however, that Xˇk is not a numerical method for
approximating the solution X of the stochastic differential equation glo-
bally on [0, 1], since it relies on complete knowledge of the trajectories of
W.
The Milstein process has the property
sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
E(Xˇk(t))4 [ c (5)
and satisfies the error estimate
sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
E(X(t)−Xˇk(t))2 [ c/k2. (6)
See, e.g., Hofmann et al. (2001, Lemma 11 and Theorem 4).
3.2. Approximation of Weighted Brownian Bridges. Fix k ¥N, consider
the discretization (4), and let the process Y consist of independent Brow-
nian bridges on [ta, ta+1] for a=0, ..., k−1. Consider a weight function r
with constant values ra on the interior of these subintervals.
Suppose we wish to approximate the trajectories of rY in the L2-norm,
and that bounded linear functionals from L lin may be applied to the trajec-
tories of Y to this end. The formal definition of methods rY is analogous
to the one from Section 2.2; only the initial value X(0) is now irrelevant.
Let n(rY) denote the expected number of functionals used by rY.
Suppose, without loss of generality, that ra ] 0 for some a. By
m1 \ m2 \ · · · > 0
we denote the positive eigenvalues of the covariance kernel of rY, repeated
according to their multiplicity. Moreover, let
f1, f2, ... ¥ L2([0, 1])
denote a corresponding orthonormal system of eigenfunctions. Let N ¥N
and consider a method rY with
Kn(rY)L=N. (7)
Due to a general result from Wasilkowski (1989) on the optimality of the
truncated Karhunen–Loève decomposition,
E ||rY−rY||22 \ C
.
i=N+1
mi.
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Furthermore, this estimate is sharp on the class of all such methods, since
E ||rY−rY||22= C
.
i=N+1
mi (8)
for
rY=C
N
i=1
OrY, fiP ·fi.
Here O · , ·P denotes the inner product in L2([0, 1]).
In the present case, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are known expli-
citly. For k=1 and r0=1,
mi=
1
p2i2
and
fi(t)=`2 · sin(ipt), t ¥ [0, 1].
In general, the independence and the scaling property of the Brownian
bridges yields the system of nonzero eigenvalues
mi, a=
1
k2p2
·
r2a
i2
(9)
for i ¥N and a ¥ {0, ..., k−1} such that ra ] 0. The corresponding eigen-
functions are given by
fi, a(t)=`k ·fi(k · (t− ta)) · 1[ta, ta+1](t). (10)
Hence there exist integers ma ¥N0 such that
C
k−1
a=0
ma=N (11)
and
E ||rY−rY||22 \
1
k2p2
· C
k−1
a=0
r2a
ma+1
(12)
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for every method rY with (7). This lower bound is asymptotically sharp,
and the numbers ma are obtained by minimizing ;k−1a=0 (r2a ·;.i=ma+1 1/i2)
under the restriction (11).
3.3. Proof of the Lower Bounds in Theorem 1. Consider an arbitrary
sequence of methods X¯N ¥ qggN . Take a sequence of positive integers kN
with the properties
N1/2=o(kN) (13)
and
kN=o(N). (14)
Use the discretization (4) with k=kN, and consider the corresponding
Milstein process XˇkN . Furthermore, let W˜kN denote the piecewise linear
interpolation of the Brownian motionW for this discretization. Put
VN=(X(0), W(t1), ...W(tkN )),
YN=W−W˜kN .
Obviously there exist measurable mappings ra, N : RkN+1Q R such that
ra, N(VN)=s(ta, XˇkN (ta)), a=0, ..., kN−1.
For v ¥ RkN+1 let
rN(v)=C
kN
a=0
ra, N(v) · 1[ta, ta+1[.
We define X†N by
X†N(t)=X¯N(t)−XˇkN (ta) (15)
−a(ta, XˇkN (ta)) · (t− ta)−s(ta, XˇkN (ta)) · (W˜kN (t)−W(ta))
for t ¥ [ta, ta+1[.
Instead of X¯N as a method for pathwise approximation of X, we will
study X†N as a method for L2-approximation of weighted Brownian
bridges. The Brownian bridges are given by the process YN. The weight
function is random and given by the process rN(VN), which is close to
s( · , X( · )). Clearly, X†N ¥ q**, and (14) yields
lim
NQ.
n(X†N)/n(X¯N)=1,
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since n(X¯N) [ n(X†N) [ n(X¯N)+kN. Furthermore, X¯N ¥ q* implies X†N ¥ q*
and X¯N ¥ q implies X†N ¥ q. The errors of X¯N and X†N for the respective
problems are related as follows.
Lemma 1.
|e(X¯N)−(E ||rN(VN) YN−X
†
N ||
2
2)
1/2|=o(1/N1/2).
Proof. Note that
|e(X¯N)−(E ||XˇkN −X¯N ||
2
2)
1/2|=o(1/N1/2),
due to (6) and (13).
Let t ¥ [ta, ta+1[. Then
XˇkN (t)−X¯N(t)=ra, N(VN) YN(t)−X
†
N(t)
+1/2 · (s ·s (0, 1))(ta, XˇkN (ta)) · ((W(t)−W(ta))
2−(t−ta)).
The boundedness of s (0, 1) and the linear growth of s yield
E((s ·s (0, 1))(ta, XˇkN (ta)) · ((W(t)−W(ta))
2−(t−ta)))2
[ c ·E(s2(ta, XˇkN (ta)) · ((W(t)−W(ta))
2−(t−ta))2)
[ c · (1+E(XˇkN (ta))
2) · (t− ta)2
[ c/k2N,
where (5) is used for the last estimate. Now the lemma follows from
(13). L
In the sequel, n(x, w) denotes the total number of functionals that are
used by X¯N for the realization x of the initial value and the trajectory w of
the Brownian motion as in Section 2.2. Moreover, we put
ta, N=|s(ta, X(ta))| (16)
with ta=a/kN, as previously.
Lemma 2. There exist measurable mappings ma, N : RkN+1QN0 such that
lim inf
NQ.
(N·E ||rN(VN) YN−X
†
N ||
2
2) \ lim inf
NQ.
1 N
k2Np
2 ·E 1 CkN −1
a=0
t2a, N
ma, N(VN)+1
22
(17)
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and
C
kN −1
a=0
ma, N(v)=KE(n(X(0), W) | VN=vL. (18)
If X¯N ¥ qN then (17) and (18) hold for constants ma, N ¥N0.
Proof. Clearly l(W)=l(YN)+l(W˜kN ) for l ¥ L. Formally we may
therefore consider X†N as a method that first evaluates W at the points ta
and then applies bounded linear functionals to YN. The latter part requires
N evaluations on the average. Clearly W˜kN is measurable with respect to the
s-algebra generated by VN, and YN consists of independent Brownian
bridges (conditioned on VN=v). We apply (12) to obtain
E(||rN(VN) YN−X
†
N ||
2
2 | VN=v) \
1
k2Np
2 · C
kN −1
a=0
r2a, N(v)
ma, N(v)+1
with measurable mappings ma, N that satisfy (18). Integration of this lower
bound yields
E ||rN(VN) YN−X
†
N ||
2
2 \
1
k2Np
2 ·E 1 CkN −1
a=0
r2a, N(VN)
ma, N(VN)+1
2 .
Due to (A) and (B),
E |r2a, N(VN)−t
2
a, N | [ c/kN,
and therefore
E||rN(VN) YN−X
†
N ||
2
2 \
1
k2Np
2 ·E 1 CkN −1
a=0
t2a, N
ma, N(VN)+1
2−c/k2N.
Using (13), we complete the proof in the general case.
Suppose that X¯N ¥ qN. Formally, we may assume that X†N first evaluates
W at the points ta and then applies fixed bounded linear functionals
l1, ..., lN ¥ L to YN. We conclude that
E(||rN(VN) YN−X
†
N ||
2
2 | VN=v) \ E ||rN(v) YN−rN(v) E(YN( · ) | l1, ..., lN)||22
\
1
k2Np
2 · C
kN −1
a=0
r2a, N(v)
ma, N+1
,
using (12) again. Now we proceed as above to complete the proof. L
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We now separately analyze the classes q**, q*, and q.
Lemma 3. If X¯N ¥ qggN for every N then
lim inf
NQ.
1 N
k2N
·E 1 CkN −1
a=0
t2a, N
ma, N(VN)+1
22 \ (C**)2.
Proof. Note that
E 1 CkN −1
a=0
ma, N(VN)2 [ E(n(X(0), W))+1 [N+1.
hence, by the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality,
N+kN+1
k2N
·E 1 CkN −1
a=0
t2a, N
ma, N(VN)+1
2
\
1
k2N
· C
kN −1
a=0
E(ma, N(VN)+1) · C
kN −1
a=0
E 1 t2a, N
ma, N(VN)+1
2
\
1
k2N
·1 CkN −1
a=0
1E(ma, N(VN)+1) ·E 1 t2a, Nma, N(VN)+122
1/222
\
1
k2N
·1 CkN −1
a=0
E(ta, N)22.
Now apply Fatou’s Lemma and use (14) to obtain
lim inf
NQ.
1 N
k2N
·E 1 CkN −1
a=0
t2a, N
ma, N(VN)+1
22 \ 1E 1 lim inf
NQ.
1 1
kN
· C
kN −1
a=0
ta, N 2222
=(C**)2. L
Lemma 4. If X¯N ¥ qgN for every N then
lim inf
NQ.
1 N
k2N
·E 1 CkN −1
a=0
t2a, N
ma, N(VN)+1
22 \ (C*)2.
Proof. By assumption, n(x, w)=n(X¯N) for every initial value x and
every trajectory w. Thus
(N+kN) · C
kN −1
a=0
t2a, N
ma, N(VN)+1
= C
kN −1
a=0
(ma, N(VN)+1) · C
kN −1
a=0
t2a, N
ma, N(VN)+1
\ 1 CkN −1
a=0
ta, N 22,
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which implies
lim inf
NQ.
1 N
k2N
·E 1 CkN −1
a=0
t2a, N
ma, N(VN)+1
22 \ E 1 lim inf
NQ.
1 1
kN
· C
kN −1
a=0
ta, N 222
=(C*)2. L
Lemma 5. if X¯N ¥ qN for every N then
lim inf
NQ.
1 N
k2N
·E 1 CkN −1
a=0
t2a, N
ma, N+1
22 \ C2.
Proof. Clearly
(N+kN) · C
kN −1
a=0
E 1 t2a, N
ma, N+1
2= CkN −1
a=0
(ma, N+1) · C
kN −1
a=0
E(t2a, N)
ma, N+1
\ 1 CkN −1
a=0
(E(t2a, N))
1/222,
and the statement follows. L
This completes the proof of the lower bounds in Theorem 1.
3.4. Proof of the Upper Bounds in Theorem 1. The proof of the lower
bounds motivates the following construction. Take a sequence of positive
integers kN satisfying (13) and (14). Consider the Milstein process XˇkN and
the piecewise linear interpolation W˜kN of W that correspond to the discre-
tization (4) with k=kN. Let fi, a, N with i ¥N and a=0, ..., kN−1 denote
the system of eigenfunctions associated with YN=W−W˜kN , see (10). Recall
that VN=((X(0), W(t1), ..., W(tkN )).
We study methods of the form
X¯N(t)=XˇkN (ta)+a(ta, XˇkN (ta)) · (t− ta)
+s(ta, XˇkN (ta)) · (W˜kN (t)−W(ta))+X
†
N(t)
for t ¥ [ta, ta+1[, where
X†N(t)=ra, N(VN) · C
ma, N(VN)
i=1
OYN, fi, a, NP ·fi, a, N(t).
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Specific choices of measurable mappings ma, N : RkN+1QN0 will be given
below.
Note that X¯N and X
†
N are related by (15). Hence Lemma 1 is applicable
and it yields
lim sup
NQ.
(N1/2 · e(X¯N)) [ lim sup
NQ.
(N·E ||rN(VN) YN−X
†
N ||
2
2)
1/2. (19)
By (8) and (9)
E(||rN(VN) YN−X
†
N ||
2
2 | VN=v)=
1
k2Np
2 · C
kN −1
a=0
r2a, N(v) C
i=ma, N(v)+1
1
i2
[
1
k2Np
2 · C
kN −1
a=0
r2a, N(v)
ma, N(v)
, (20)
where we use the convention 0/0=0.
Now we determine the number of terms ma, N in the Karhunen–Loève
approximation of YN on the subinterval [ta, ta+1]. Take ma, N=m
gg
a, N with
mgga, N(v)=K|ra, N(v)| ·N/kNL
to define the method XˆggN . Moreover, take ma, N=m
g
a, N with
mga, N(v)=˛! (N−2kN) · |ra, N(v)|; CkN −1j=0 |rj, N(v)|" , if CkN −1j=0 |rj, N(v)| > 0
K(N−kN)/kNL, otherwise.
to define the method XˆgN. Finally, take
ma, N=˛! (N−2kN) ·aa; CkN −1j=0 aj " , if CkN −1j=0 aj > 0
K(N−kN)/kNL, otherwise
with
aa=(E(s2(ta, X(ta))))1/2
to define the method XˆN, see (16).
Clearly XˆggN ¥ q** and
N
kN
C
kN −1
a=0
ra, N(v) [ C
kN −1
a=0
mgga, N(v) [ kN+
N
kN
C
kN −1
a=0
ra, N(v).
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Therefore
lim
NQ.
(1/N·n(XˆggN ))=C**, (21)
see Hofmann et al. (2001, Lemma 7). Since
N−kN [ C
kN −1
a=0
mga, N(v)+kN [N,
we may assume XˆgN ¥ qgN. Similarly, we may assume XˆN ¥ qN.
We have
1
k2N
· C
kN −1
a=0
r2a, N(v)
mgga, N(v)
[
1
NkN
· C
kN −1
a=0
ra, N(v),
so that
lim sup
NQ.
(N· e2(XˆggN )) [ C**/p2 (22)
follows from (19) and (20). Combining (21) and (22) we obtain the upper
bound in Theorem 1(i).
Next, observe that
1
k2N
· C
kN −1
a=0
r2a, N(v)
mga, N(v)
[
1
N−2kN
· (
1
kN
· C
kN −1
a=0
|ra, N |(v))2.
Using (19) and (20) we get
lim sup
NQ.
(N · e2(XˆgN)) [ (C*/p)2,
which yields the upper bound in Theorem 1(ii).
The upper bound in Theorem 1(iii) immediately follows from (19), (20),
and Hofmann et al. (2001, Lemma 10).
3.5. The Wagner–Platen Process. For the analysis of the Wagner–
Platen scheme we replace the Milstein process by the Wagner–Platen
process Xˇn. The latter is defined by the equidistant discretization (4)
together with Xˇn(0)=X(0) and
Xˇn(t)=Xˇn(ta)+C
7
j=1
gj(ta, Xˇn(ta)) ·Z
(n)
j, a(t)
for t ¥ ] ta, ta+1]. Obviously Xˇn(ta)=Xˆequin (ta) for a=0, ..., n.
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From Kloeden and Platen (1995, Theorem 10.6.3) we know that
sup
t ¥ [0, 1]
E(X(t)−Xˇn(t))2 [ c/n3, (23)
provided (AŒ) and (B) are satisfied. In (23) and in the remainder of the
paper c denotes unspecified positive constants, which only depend on the
constant K from (AŒ) as well as on g1(0, 0), ..., g7(0, 0) and E(X(0))4.
3.6. Proof of the Upper Bound in Proposition 1. From (23) we conclude
that
e(Xˆequin ) [ (E ||Xˇn−Xˆequin ||22)1/2+c/n3/2. (24)
Therefore it remains to show that
lim sup
nQ.
n1/2 · (E ||Xˇn−Xˆ
equi
n ||
2
2)
1/2 [ Cequi/`6 .
Put
Sa=(ta, Xˆ
equi
n (ta)).
Let t ¥ [ta, ta+1]. Then we have
Xˇn(t)−Xˆ
equi
n (t)=g2(Sa) · (W(t)−W˜n(t))
+g3(Sa) · ((W(t)−W(ta)2−n·(t−ta) · (W(ta+1)−W(ta))2)
+g4(Sa) · (t−ta) · (W(t)−W(ta+1))
+g5(Sa) · ((W(t)−W(ta))3−n·(t−ta) · (W(ta+1)−W(ta))3)
+g6(Sa) · ((t−ta)2−(t−ta)/n)
+g7(Sa) 1F t
ta
(W(s)−W(ta)) ds
−n · (t−ta) F
ta+1
ta
(W(s)−W(ta)) ds2.
In the sequel we use the linear growth
|gj(t, x)| [ c · (1+|x|).
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of the coefficient functions. Note that (23), (AŒ), and (3) imply the boun-
dedness of E(Xˆequin (ta))
2 and that W(t)−W(ta) and Sa are independent if
t \ ta. We obtain
E(g3(Sa) · ((W(t)−W(ta))2−n · (t− ta) · (W(ta+1)−W(ta))2))2 [ c/n2
and
E(g4(Sa) · (t− ta) · (W(t)−W(ta+1)))2 [ c/n3.
Furthermore,
E(g5(Sa) · ((W(t)−W(ta))3−n · (t− ta) · (W(ta+1)−W(ta))3))2 [ c/n3
and
E(g6(Sa) · ((t− ta)2−(t−ta)/n))2 [ c/n4.
Clearly
E 1F t
ta
(W(s)−W(ta)) ds22 [ c/n3.
Therefore,
E 1g7(Sa) ·1F t
ta
(W(s)−W(ta)) ds−n·(t−ta) F
ta+1
ta
(W(s)−W(ta)) ds222 [ c/n3.
Summarizing we get
(E ||Xˇn−Xˆ
equi
n ||
2
2)
1/2 [ 1F 1
0
E(s2(Sa) · (W(t)−W˜n(t))2) dt21/2+c/n. (25)
Hence
lim sup
nQ.
n1/2 · (E ||X˘n−Xˆ
equi
n ||
2
2)
1/2
[ lim sup
nQ.
n1/2 ·1 Cn−1
a=0
E(s2(Sa)) F
ta+1
ta
E(W(t)−W˜n(t))2 dt21/2.
Using > ta+1ta E(W(t)−W˜n(t))2 dt=1/6n2 and (AŒ), (3), and (23), we conclude
that the right-hand side is bounded from above by Cequi/`6.
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3.7. Proof of the Lower Bound in Proposition 1. In addition to (24) and
(25) we also have
e(Xˆequin ) \ (E ||Xˇn−Xˆequin ||22)1/2−c/n3/2
and
(E ||Xˇn−Xˆ
equi
n ||
2
2)
1/2 \ 1F 1
0
E(s2(Sa) · (W(t)−W˜(t))2) dt21/2−c/n.
Thus
lim inf
nQ.
n1/2 · e(Xˆequin ) \ lim inf
nQ.
n1/2 · (E ||Xˇn−Xˆ
equi
n ||
2
2)
1/2 \ Cequi/`6 .
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